stops & arrests
What if law enforcement officers stop me on the street?
You do not have to answer any questions. You can say, “I do not want to talk to
you” and walk away calmly. Or, if you do not feel comfortable doing that, you can
ask if you are free to go. If the answer is yes, you can consider just walking away.
Do not run from the officer. If the officer says you are not under arrest, but you
are not free to go, then you are being detained. Being detained is not the same
as being arrested, though an arrest could follow. An officer can require you to
provide identification and pat down the outside of your clothing only if they have
“reasonable suspicion” (i.e., an objective reason to suspect) that you might be
armed and dangerous. If they search any more than this, say clearly, “I do not
consent to a search.” If they keep searching anyway, do not physically resist
them. You do not need to answer any questions if you are detained or arrested,
except that the police may ask for your name and address once you have been
detained.

What if law enforcement officers stop me in my car?
Keep your hands where the police can see them. You must show your driver’s
license, registration and proof of insurance if you are asked for these documents.
Officers can also ask you to step outside of the car, and they may separate
passengers and drivers from each other to question them and compare their
answers, but no one has to answer any questions. The police cannot search
your car unless you give them your consent, which you do not have to give, or
unless they have “probable cause” to believe (i.e., knowledge of facts sufficient to
support a reasonable belief) that criminal activity is likely taking place, that you
have been involved in a crime, or that you have evidence of a crime in your car.
If you do not want your car searched, clearly state that you do not consent. The
officer cannot use your refusal to give consent as a basis for doing a search.

What should I do if law enforcement officers arrest me?
The officer must advise you of your constitutional rights to remain silent, to an
attorney, and to have an attorney appointed if you cannot afford one. You should
exercise all these rights, even if the officers don’t tell you about them. Do not

tell the police anything except your name and facts like your address or date of
birth. Anything else you say can and will be used against you. Ask to see a lawyer
immediately. Within a reason- able amount of time after your arrest or booking
you have the right to a phone call. Law enforcement officers may not listen to
a call you make to your lawyer, but they can listen to calls you make to other
people. You must be taken before a judge as soon as possible—generally within
48 hours of your arrest at the latest.

Do I have to answer questions if I have been arrested?
No. If you are arrested, you do not have to answer any questions or volunteer
any information. Ask for a lawyer right away. Repeat this request to every officer
who tries to talk to or question you. You should always talk to a lawyer before you
decide to answer any questions.

What if I am treated badly by law enforcement officers?
Write down the officer’s badge number, name or other identifying information.
You have a right to ask the officer for this information. Try to find witnesses and
their names and phone numbers. If you are injured, seek medical attention and
take pictures of the injuries as soon as you can. Call a lawyer or contact the
intake department at the ACLU of Colorado. (Instructions available at www.
aclu-co.org) You should also make a complaint to the law enforcement office
responsible for the treatment.

Who should
I contact if I
want to file a
complaint?

Aurora
File a complaint online:
apps.auroragov.org/CCAPD/
Boulder
Internal Affairs: (303) 441-3312
Colorado Springs
Internal Affairs: (719) 444-7417
Denver
File a complaint online:
www.denvergov.org/OIM/
Fort Collins
Internal Affairs: (970) 224-6088 or
internalaffairs@fcgov.com

Questioning
What kind of law enforcement officers might try to question me?
You could be questioned by a variety of law enforcement officers, including state
or local police officers, Joint Terrorism Task Force members, or federal agents
from the FBI, Department of Homeland Security (which includes Immigration and
Customs Enforcement and the Border Patrol), Drug Enforcement Administration,
Naval Criminal Investigative Service, or other agencies.

Do I have to answer questions asked by law enforcement officer?
No. You have the constitutional right to remain silent. In general, you do not have
to talk to law enforcement officers (or anyone else), even if you do not feel free
to walk away from the officer, you are arrested, or you are in jail. You cannot be
punished for refusing to answer a question. In general, only a judge can order you
to answer questions.

Are there any exceptions to the general rule that I do not have to
answer questions?
Yes, there are two limited exceptions. In Colorado, if you are stopped by an officer
who suspects that you are involved in a crime, you are required to provide your
name, address, and ID if available. Also, if you are driving and you are pulled over
for a traffic violation, the officer can require you to show your license, vehicle
registration and proof of insurance (but you do not have to answer questions).

the right to remain silent. If you do not have a lawyer, you may still tell the officer
you want to speak to one before answering questions. If you do have a lawyer,
keep his or her business card with you. Show it to the officer, and ask to call your
lawyer. Remember to get the name, agency and telephone number of any law
enforcement officer who stops or visits you, and give that information to your
lawyer.
What if I speak to law enforcement officers anyway?
Anything you say to a law enforcement officer can be used against you and
others. Keep in mind that lying to a government official is a crime but remaining
silent until you consult with a lawyer is not. Even if you have already answered
some questions, you can refuse to answer other questions until you have a
lawyer.
What if law enforcement officers threaten me with a grand jury
subpoena if I don’t answer their questions?
(A grand jury subpoena is a written order for you to go to court and testify
about information you may have.)
If a law enforcement officer threatens to get a subpoena, you still do not have
to answer the officer’s questions right then and there, and any- thing you do
say can be used against you. The officer may or may not succeed in getting the
subpoena. If you receive a subpoena or an officer threatens to get one for you,
you should call a lawyer right away. If you are given a subpoena, you must follow
the subpoena’s direction about when and where to report to the court, but you
can still assert your right not to say anything that could be used against you in a
criminal case.

What if I am asked to meet with officers for a “counter-terrorism
interview”?
Can I talk to a lawyer before answering questions?
Yes. You have the constitutional right to talk to a lawyer before answering
questions, whether or not the police tell you about that right. The lawyer’s job
is to protect your rights. Once you say that you want to talk to a lawyer, officers
should stop asking you questions. If they continue to ask questions, you still have

You have the right to say that you do not want to be interviewed, to have an
attorney present, to set the time and place for the interview, to find out the
questions they will ask beforehand, and to answer only the questions you feel
comfortable answering. If you are taken into custody for any reason, you have
the right to remain silent. No matter what, assume that nothing you say is off the
record. And remember that it is a criminal offense to knowingly lie to an officer.

searches &
warrants
Can law enforcement officers search my home or office?
In general, law enforcement officers can search your home only if they have
a warrant or your consent. In your absence, the police can search your home
based on the consent of your roommate or a guest if the police reasonably believe
that person has the authority to consent. Law enforcement officers can search
your office only if they have a warrant or the consent of the employer. If your
employer consents to a search of your office, law enforcement officers can search
your workspace whether you consent or not.

What are warrants and what should I make sure they say?
A warrant is a piece of paper signed by a judge giving law enforcement officers
permission to make an arrest or to enter a home or other building to do a search.
A search warrant allows law enforcement officers to enter the place described in
the warrant to look for and take items identified in the warrant. An arrest warrant
allows law enforcement officers to take you into custody. An arrest warrant alone
does not give law enforcement officers the right to search your home (but they
can look in places where you might be hiding and they can take evidence that is
in plain sight), and a search warrant alone does not give them the right to arrest
you (but they can arrest you if they find enough evidence to justify an arrest). A
warrant must contain the judge’s name, your name and address, the date, place
to be searched, a description of any items being searched for, and the name of
the agency that is conducting the search or arrest. An arrest warrant that does
not have your name on it may still be validly used for your arrest if it describes
you with enough detail to identify you, and a search warrant that does not have
your name on it may still be valid if it gives the correct address and description
of the place the officers will be searching. However, the fact that a piece of paper
says “warrant” on it does not always mean that it is an arrest or search warrant.
A warrant of deportation/removal, for example, is a kind of administrative
warrant and does not grant the same authority to enter a home or other building
to do a search or make an arrest.

What should I do if officers come to my house?
If law enforcement officers knock on your door, instead of opening the door, ask
through the door if they have a warrant. If the answer is no, do not let them into
your home and do not answer any questions or say anything other than “I do
not want to talk to you.” If the officers say that they do have a warrant, ask the
officers to slip it under the door (or show it to you through a peephole, a window
in your door, or a door that is open only enough to see the warrant). If you feel you
must open the door, then step outside, close the door behind you and ask to see
the warrant. Make sure the search warrant contains everything noted above, and
tell the officers if they are at the wrong address or if you see some other mistake
in the warrant. (And remember that an immigration “war- rant of removal/
deportation” does not give the officer the authority to enter your home.) If you tell
the officers that the warrant is not com- plete or not accurate, you should say you
do not consent to the search, but you should not interfere if the officers decide to
do the search even after you have told them they are mistaken. Call your lawyer
as soon as possible. Ask if you are allowed to watch the search; if you are allowed
to, you should. Take notes, including names, badge numbers, which agency each
officer is from, where they searched and what they took. If others are present,
have them act as witnesses to watch carefully what is happening.

Do I have to answer questions if law enforcement officers have a
search or arrest warrant?
No. Neither a search nor arrest warrant means you have to answer questions.
What if law enforcement officers do not have a search warrant?
You do not have to let law enforcement officers search your home, and you do not
have to answer their questions. Law enforcement officers cannot get a warrant
based on your refusal, nor can they punish you for refusing to give consent.
What if law enforcement officers tell me they will come back with a
search warrant if I do not let them in?
You can still tell them that you do not consent to the search and that they need to
get a warrant. The officers may or may not succeed in getting a warrant if they

follow through and ask the court for one, but once you give your consent, they do
not need to try to get the court’s permission to do the search.

What if law enforcement officers do not have a search warrant, but
they insist on searching my home even after I object?
You should not interfere with the search in any way because you could get
arrested. But you should say clearly that you have not given your consent and that
the search is against your wishes. If someone is there with you, ask him or her
to witness that you are not giving permission for the search. Call your lawyer as
soon as possible. Take note of the names and badge numbers of the searching
officers.

What must be included in a search warrant?

A search warrant must:
1. Identify or describe what is to be searched.
2. Identify or describe what law enforcement
officers are looking for.

3. Explain why they believe there is probable
cause for the search.

4. State the names of the people who have given
testimony in support of the probable cause
claim.
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